Commercial Bank of Texas has been in the business of helping Texans weather tough times since 1901. Although COVID-19 is presenting many unique and new challenges to our small business customers, it has not changed the resolve CBTx has to continue serving them through the good times and the bad. At this time, we are assisting our small business customers by extending payments in critical situations and providing other useful resources from our government lending partners, such as the SBA. We will continue to look for programs and partners in aid, sharing the information as soon as it becomes available. President and CEO, Rusty Rust, shared the following comment regarding the current COVID-19 pandemic: “We have helped customers weather the Great Depression, world wars, recessions, and financial crises over the last 119 years, and we will help our small business customers weather this pandemic too.” For more info on CBTx and Banking Texas Style, call 800-723-7601, or visit www.cbtx.com.